Norma Crow
Norma Crow and Margaret Pugh have been co-editors of the Lawrentian for the past three years. The new staff was elected at a meeting of the Lawrentian staff on December 10, 1943.

Margaret Pugh
Margaret Pugh has been an associate editor of the Lawrentian since 1939. She has been a member of the Chamber of Commerce and a resident of Kansas City, Missouri. She was consecrated a bishop of the Western Diocese of Kansas City, Missouri. Dr. Bishop Spencer was born in Tunbridge Wells, England, in 1877. He served as a missionary in the English-speaking Union, and was appointed Bishop in 1939. He has served as a member of the House of Bishops, and was elected to the office of Bishop of Kansas City, Missouri.
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From the Editor's Easy Chair

Recently there has been some discussion about the qualities of the Alma Mater, and several individuals have suggested that the present song by that title is inept and the whole idea that is the basis of the Alma Mater is not valid. Someone has brought up the idea that between the musical talent at the conservatory and the writing ability of the students there should be a book to be published containing the work of enough of the students to work something of that sort into print. If it should be possible to get a really good alma mater composed right here on campus. Such a project as this would be a fitting and logical program of work and could carry the tune. Also the words obviously don't have much meaning. The students who would be left with a problem would be those who were interested in such a thing. It is here that she was in one of Mr. Fincher's freshman English classes.

The upperclassmen will agree, but have excellent lungs, as I'm sure you've ever seen displayed before at Lawrence. Where there aren't any snoozers, the weddings of the period Venus and Neptune come to a sharp square aspect. This will be quite that bad. The Three sailors is beginning to annoy us. Not once have the three sailors of this period Venus and Neptune come to a sharp square aspect. This will be quite that bad. The Three sailors is beginning to annoy us.

The word practices perfectly — few minutes of singing at every other convocation, but your voice will need the practice if your spirit were top. Of course, all conversations should not be musical, sights, plays, etc. Enjoyable as these light things, intellectual subject matter is always more enjoyable. I'm sure you've ever been received with more enthusiasm than I've ever been.
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In the Doghouse

to the floor with a sickening crash into a generous puddle on Violet while the seductive liquid spread their cosmetic collections on the floor before she could dust. So... 

Maesch Gives Organ Recital

LaVohn Maesch will continue his recitals next Tuesday afternoon on the organ of Bach. A series of chorale preludes for organ was published by Bach in the same year that the hymns of the Lutheran Church were adapted to the organ. In preparation for every church day of the calendar for the past year, the proposed series was never completed. The numbers which were finished were grouped together and have been known since Bach's time as the "organ partita," or little organ book. All of the cho... 

Amendment

The proposed amendment to the constitution of Lawrence college, which will be voted on tomorrow morning is as follows:

The executive committee shall be composed of one representative from each social fraternal organization, one representative from the conservatory of music selected by said organization, one per 100 members of social fraternal organizations, one representative from independent civil clubs, one representative from independent women's clubs, and one independent man representative for every 50 votes cast by non-fraternity men. In case of tie, a simple majority vote is necessary to pass the amendment.

Jack-Pot Asks For Art Work

New Art Editor Wants Sketches

The Jack-Pot, Lawrence's new literary publication, needs art work. In keeping with its editorial policy of representing the whole college, art work should come from every group. Instead of limiting its illustration to the students in art, the Jack-Pot asks for contributions of any kind of art. The program which is scheduled for February 15 will be made up exclusively of excerpts from this collection.

The program:
Ball this brighter day of days.
Jest priceless treasure.
Chief Christian Men, rejoice to-day,

The old year now had passed away.
In Thee is gladness.
A man, become the faithful servent.
In death's strong grasp the Sa... 

Exhibition Shows Architectural Plans

for the "Lawrence University exhibition which went up this week in a series of "new architectural center." It includes illustrations from an article written by A. Lawrence Kroeker and Howard Karch and published in the Architectural Record in New York. This project was designed by Mr. Kroeker and Mr. Karch and provides for efficient post war buildings. Among the designers and builders in one leg... 

Arrive Series Tickets

Students may obtain reserved seat tickets for the art series by presenting the student activity ticket with the business office.

STATIONERY 35c to $1.50

LOOSE LEAF

PAPER all numbers

A FULL LINE OF OFFICE and SUPPLIES

GENERAL OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.
216 E. College Ave.

Modern Dry Cleaner

BETTER DRY CLEANER
222 East College Ave.

The same building as Your East End Postal Sub-Station

Gladly delivered to your residential unit.

In the Doghouse

Once upon a time, we've heard, there was a girl named Sophie May who, because she was exploited and used, to death by the necessities of that world, was quite the reverse of the well-bred and well-bred girl. It seemed, since that time, she had cut right through the city hall and finally achieved her life-long goal... she became a maid at Russell Sage dormitory.

Life at Sage was not exactly what Sophie May had expected. While it was true that her work was sometimes... 

McArdle Gives Organ Recital

Features Bach Music Based on Lutheran Church Hymn-Tunes

LaVohn Maesch will continue his recitals next Tuesday afternoon on the organ of Bach. A series of chorale preludes for organ was published by Bach in the same year that the hymns of the Lutheran Church were adapted to the organ. In preparation for every church day of the calendar for the past year, the proposed series was never completed. The numbers which were finished were grouped together and have been known since Bach's time as the "organ partita," or little organ book. All of the cho...
Smith Leads Great Lakes Against Viking Swimmers
Meet Starts at 2 O'Clock
Tomorrow Afternoon at Gym

The greatest movement of swimming talent ever to invade the Great Lakes region will occur tomorrow afternoon when pioneer Coach Al Huntington's Viking swimming team, representing the Civilian-McCoy swimming league, competes against the Great Lakes naval academy in a dual meet.
The Vikings, who have been in the Great Lakes area eight times since last March, will find a fine home team awaiting them. The Great Lakes academy count features a cast of capable and well-balanced athletes, including several of the outstanding swimmers in the country.
Smith, the 15-year-old Hawaiian boy who is without much question the greatest amateur swimmer in the world today, holds more swimming records than any other individual, including all of the world marks for distances ranging from 500 to 3000 yards.

Company I Ties

Company II; Civilians Lead

Company I scored the only one for Appleton. The game was a very rough affair with Smith's, Mack, Kendall, and McKee each scoring one goal. Thus the only one for Appleton.

The game was played before a small crowd at the Great Lakes gymnasium. The games last Saturday both Ormsby II and Brokaw II came through with wins to play tied for first place. Ormsby II triumphed by virtue of a forfeit to go into a third place tie with Brokaw II. Matched by Brokaw I and IV and Ormsby I that other. Dust went out in the second place tie.

With defeat as yet this season. Unparalleled in the Great Lakes, because it is the greatest assortment of swimming talent ever to tread water in Minnesota and Wisconsin. The Twin Cities meet starts at 2 o'clock as the existing pool records go under this topnotch fire. With defeat as yet this season. Unparalleled in the Great Lakes, because it is the greatest assortment of swimming talent ever to tread water in Minnesota and Wisconsin. The Twin Cities meet starts at 2 o'clock as the existing pool.Held Indoor Track Meet

This afternoon at 4 o'clock the all-college indoor track meet will get under way with teams representing Bronko, Orsay and the Civilian competing. Coach Denney has approximately 25 men working out under him and most of them will be entered in the various events of this meet.

The varsity squad is closely shaping up in preparation for the meet scheduled for next Friday at the same time. The competitions which are scheduled for this indoor meet will start at 3 o'clock and the meet will close with the running of the eight-lap event at 6:45 p.m.

A good conception of the proficiency attained this season will be apparent when the score in the twin city meets is tallied.

The greatest movement of swimming talent ever to invade the Great Lakes region will occur tomorrow afternoon when pioneer Coach Al Huntington's Viking swimming team, representing the Civilian-McCoy swimming league, competes against the Great Lakes naval academy in a dual meet.
The Vikings, who have been in the Great Lakes area eight times since last March, will find a fine home team awaiting them. The Great Lakes academy count features a cast of capable and well-balanced athletes, including several of the outstanding swimmers in the country.

The meet, which is meeting a collection of the bright swimming teams in the Midwest, has not even been seriously threatened with defeat as yet this season. University of Chicago, University of Minnesota and Northwestern are able to present a